In the context of local spline interpolation methods, nodal splines have been introduced as possible fundamental functions by de Villiers and Rohwer in 1988. The corresponding local spline interpolation operator possesses the desirable property of reproducing a large class of polynomials. However, it was remarked that their definition is rather intricate so that it seems desirable to reveal the actual origin of these splines. The real source can be found in the Martensenoperator which can be obtained by two-point Hermite spline interpolation problem posed and proved by Martensen [Darstellung und Entwicklung des Restgliedes der Gregoryschen Quadraturformel mit Hilfe von Spline-Funktionen, Numer. Math. 21(1973)70-80]. On the one hand, we will show how to represent the Hermite Martensen spline recursively and, on the other hand, explicitly in terms of the B-spline by using the famous Marsden identity. Having introduced the Martensenoperator, we will show that the nodal spline interpolation operator can be obtained by a special discretization of the occurring derivatives. We will consider symmetric nodal splines of odd degree that can be obtained by our methods in a natural way.
Introduction
In his paper [15] , Schoenberg was looking for an alternative for the sinus cardinalis sinc(x) = sin x/ x as the fundamental function of the interpolation operator
I (f )(x) = r∈Z f (r) sinc(x − r).
Although the polynomial spline functions Schoenberg introduced as fundamental functions had exponential decay, they still were supported on the whole real axis R. However, in view of local interpolation methods, it seems desirable to have compactly supported fundamental functions. Since it is impossible to construct fundamental functions for a spline interpolation operator with compact support for quadratic and higher degree splines whose knots coincide with E-mail addresses: siewer@mathematik.uni-siegen.de, ralf.siewer@web.de. [10], it is unavoidable to add more spline knots which are-in general-no interpolation sites. In addition to the locality, the interpolation operator should be of high approximation order. As the key for this lies in the reproduction of a large class of polynomials, one requires the operator to act as the identity on n = span{1, x, . . . , x n }, say. These considerations led to the nodal splines introduced by de Villiers and Rohwer [10] in 1987 which can be seen as an alternative to the exponentially decaying fundamental splines by Schoenberg. For n ∈ N, de Villiers and Rohwer showed how to construct C n−1 -splines v nr , r ∈ Z, of degree n with prescribed knots t = (t j ) j ∈Z satisfying the nodal property v nr (t jn ) = j,r , j, r ∈ Z, such that the corresponding interpolation operatorI n (f )(x) = r∈Z f (t nr )v n,r (x) reproduces all polynomials P ∈ n . The resonance to this type of interpolation was very positive: de Villiers and Rohwer considered nodal splines on compact intervals [11] and also derived convergence results [9, 12, 6] . Further, the interplay between the Gregory quadrature rule and nodal splines was investigated. Recall that unlike the Newton-Cotes formulae, the Gregory rule is generally not based on the integration of an interpolant, but it is derived by discretizing the occurring derivatives in the Euler-MacLaurin summation formula. It was showed by de Villiers [8] that the nodal spline operator (on compact intervals) does in fact yield an interpolant for the Gregory rule of even order. De Swardt and de Villiers [7] also considered Gregory-type quadrature rules based on quadratic nodal splines. In 1998, Dagnino and Santi [2] built a connection between nodal splines and the evaluation of certain Cauchy principle value integrals.
For further details, see [1] and the references therein, where it is also mentioned that Rabinowitz investigated nodal splines in the context of product integration of singular integrands. However, it was remarked by Dagnino and Santi [2] that opposed to the advantages that nodal splines involve, their definition seems to be relatively complex. Against this background, it seems desirable to know the real origin of the nodal splines. In this paper, we are going to reveal the actual source of the nodal splines by showing that they can be obtained by a discretization of the derivatives in the Martensenoperator as defined below. Through this approach, the nodal splines appear as linear combinations of the Hermite Martensen basis in a natural way (see below). The use of the Hermite Martensen basis in contrast to the frequently used B-spline basis should be regarded as an alternative which shows that this basis is tailor made for the representation of the nodal splines. Especially, following our approach, there is no necessity of solving a linear system of equations.
It should be mentioned that de Villiers and Rohwer [11] also used a discretization argument in order to reveal a connection between the quasiinterpolant of de Boor and Fix [4] and the quadratic nodal spline operator (on a compact interval): the replacement of the derivatives in the de Boor-Fix-quasiinterpolant by weighted averages of certain divided differences results in the quadratic nodal spline interpolation operator. Note that the authors restrict their considerations to quadratic splines, whereas our discretization method-being different from the one used by de Villers and Rohwer-can be applied also in the general case.
De Villiers [8] realized that-in contrast to nodal splines of even degree-nodal splines of odd degree do not satisfy the symmetry condition f (−x) = f (x). In some practical applications, though, it is desirable to have symmetric fundamental functions so that we can conclude, for instance, that I (f ) is even whenever f itself is an even function. We will see how a slight modification of our approach will yield symmetric nodal splines in a natural way.
In order to be more specific, let t = (t j ) j ∈Z be a strictly increasing knot sequence
For fixed n ∈ N 0 , let
We denote by n,t the linear space of piecewise polynomial functions of degree at most n with breakpoints at t which are n − 1 times continuously differentiable on R:
Usually, the functions in n,t are referred to as splines. Recall that the B-spline B j,t,n of degree n is defined by
where [t j , . . . , t j +n+1 ]f denotes the divided difference with respect to t j , . . . , t j +n+1 and
The related normalized B-spline N j,t,n is given by
The following theorem goes back to Martensen [14] and should be regarded as powerful tool in the theory of spline functions.
arbitrarily given real numbers. Then there is a uniquely determined spline
A generalized version of this theorem can be found in [3] , where the authors also investigate nodal splines yet without labeling them as nodal.
Hermite Martensen splines
In this section, we will introduce the fundamental Hermite splines G i,n,t j ,...,t j +n and H i,n,t j ,...,t j +n , i = 0, . . . , n − 1, for the Martensen interpolation satisfying the interpolation conditions
in a recursive and thus constructive way. Besides, an explicit representation in terms of the underlying B-splines will be derived. We begin by choosing j ∈ Z and by introducing the function G n,t j ,...,t j +n by the equation 
Up to this point, we are able to control the function value at t j +n with the help of G n,t j ,...,t j +n . In the following, the remaining functions interpolating the derivatives will be constructed.
Definition 1.
For n ∈ N 0 and j ∈ Z, we set
If n 2 and 0 < i < n, i ∈ N, the function G i,n,t j ,...,t j +n is introduced via
with the constant i,j,n :=
Lemma 2. For n ∈ N, j ∈ Z and 0 i < n, we have
Proof. Nothing has to be said about the first assertion. The second one can be proved inductively: for the case i = 0, the reader is referred to (2) . We assume the correctness of the above assertion for n ∈ N since the case n = 1 is trivial. For n + 1 and j ∈ Z we get
The introduction of G i,n,t j ,...,t j +n is justified by the next theorem.
Theorem 3. The functions
G 0,n,t j ,...,t j +n , . . . , G n−1,n,t j ,.
..,t j +n are the fundamental Hermite Splines satisfying
Proof. The assertion is true for n = 1. For n > 1, k > 0 and i > 0, we have
which yields
Considering the behavior of G i,n,t j ,...,t j +n at t j +n , we see that
according to the induction hypothesis. For the case i = 0 and arbitrary k, note that
..,t j +n (t j ) = 0 and
which proves the lemma is in all of its details.
Now that we are able to interpolate the values at t j +n , we will show how to use these methods to interpolate at t j , also. We introduce n + 1 auxiliary knots
and consider the Hermite splines belonging to these knots:
It is easily seen that
We conclude that for i = 0, . . . , n − 1, the functions
constitute the fundamental Hermite splines belonging to t j .
Theorem 4.
The functions H i,n,t j ,...,t j +n (x), i = 0, . . . , n − 1, are the fundamental Hermite splines with knots t j , . . . , t j +n which satisfy the interpolation conditions
Beside that recursive approach to the Hermite Martensen splines, we are still interested in the representation of these functions in terms of the underlying B-splines. The key for this representation lies in the famous Marsden identity [13, 16] which states that once we are given l r with t l < t r+1 in the case of any (not necessarily strictly) increasing knot sequence, we have for all y ∈ R and all x ∈ [t l , t r+1 ) the identity
where s,n (y) := n =1 (y − t s+ ) ∈ n is the dual polynomial for N s,t,n . If we differentiate (11) with respect to y and divide by n!, we get
for all y ∈ R and all x ∈ [t l , t r+1 ). Due to the strict monotony of the knots in our case, it is possible to choose l = r = j + n; especially for y = t j +n , we get
for all x ∈ [t j +n , t j +n+1 ). The function
on the extended interval [t j , t j +n+1 ) yields a piecewise polynomial which is (n − 1) times continuously differentiable and fulfills the interpolation conditions
The stated uniqueness of Theorem 1 and the fact supp N j +n,t,n = [t j +n , t j +2n+1 ]
now result in the equation
on the interval [t j −1 , t j ), if we set l = r = j − 1 and y = t j . For i = 1, . . . , n, these considerations result is
Altogether, we have proved the following:
n}. For x ∈ [t j , t j +n ], the fundamental Hermite splines for the Martensen interpolation allow the B-spline expansion
and
It is also possible to generalize the last result to knot sequences with multiple knots. This approach also covers the situation described after Theorem 1 even if the interpolation conditions are not distributed symmetrically [3] . Of course, one has to be careful in the cases where the nth derivative has to interpolated since the B-splines usually only have n − 1 continuous derivatives.
The Martensenoperator
Let r ∈ Z, n ∈ N and i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}. We are seeking for the uniquely determined spline
These requirements lead us to the problem of finding that spline which fulfills the interpolation conditions
According to the preceding section, we are able to specify F (rn) i in terms of the Hermite Martensen splines as
.,t rn+n (x).
In Figs. 1 and 2 , the reader can see some examples of these splines in the case of a non-uniform knot sequence.
We are now in a position where we can introduce a spline-interpolation-operator based on the functions F (rn) i which, in memory of Theorem 1, will be called Martensenoperator. 
Definition 2.
On the linear space of (n−1) times continuously differentiable functions C n−1 (R), the Martensenoperator M = M t,n is defined via
With the aid of Theorem 1 (Martensen), the following theorem is easily seen to be correct.
Theorem 6.
For any f ∈ C n−1 (R), we have
M(f ) is uniquely determined by the interpolation conditions
In the case of f ∈ n,t , f is a fixed point of the Martensenoperator: M(f ) = f . Specifically, we have M(P ) = P for any P ∈ n = span{1, x, . . . , x n }.
Not only does the Martensenoperator reproduce all of the underlying splines, but it also interpolates certain values of the function and its derivatives. Further, the last theorem suggests a subdivision of the knots into primary and secondary ones. Any t j ∈ T p := T p (t, n), T p := {t sn |s ∈ Z}, will be called a primary knot, whereas we label those t j in
as secondary knots. Finally, we stress that M is a projection and therefore involves decomposition of any f ∈ C n−1 (R) according to the identity
where rng (M) is the range and ker (M) the kernel of M:
The Martensenoperator has been investigated by Delvos [5] in the case of equidistant knots. Note that our approach does not require the knots to be equally spaced and that it can therefore be regarded as natural generalization.
Nodal splines
We recall the fundamental definition of nodal splines, cf. de Villiers and Rohwer [10] .
Definition 3. A function f is said to be local with respect to t if there exist t r , t s such that
Here, supp f stands for the support of f, defined by supp f = {x ∈ R : f (x) = 0}.
A family of functions {f j : j ∈ Z} is called uniformly local with respect to t if every f j is local and the index difference r − s in (17) is independent of j. Finally, a function f jn is said to be nodal with respect to t if it satisfies the relations f jn (t rn ) = r,j , j,r ∈ Z.
In the last section, we introduced an interpolation operator that acts like the identity on n,t . However, in order to apply this operator to the function f, we have to assume f to be sufficiently smooth, i.e., f ∈ C n−1 (R). We are now going to approximate the derivatives D i f (t rn ), r ∈ Z, i = 0, . . . , n − 1, by some linear functionals in order to make this operator applicable to a wider class of functions, say f ∈ C(R). Note that we do not want to violate the polynomial reproduction property of degree n of the original operator by this modification. This aim suggests the use of the methods of numerical differentiation.
In order to approximate D i f (t rn ) for fixed r ∈ Z and i = 0, . . . , n − 1, we choose n + 1 consecutive primary knots in such a way that t rn is contained within this choice. Obviously, this can be done in n + 1 different ways: we fix ∈ {1, . . . , n + 1} and take the n + 1 knots
With the aid of these knots, we introduce for k = 0, . . . , n + 1 the fundamental Lagrange-polynomials 1
which is defined by
On account of these interpolation conditions, l
rn+(1− )n can be written as
The corresponding interpolating polynomial to f and the knots t rn+(k− )n , k = 1, . . . , n + 1, has the form
As an approximation to D i f (t rn ), i = 0, . . . , n − 1, we now use the linear functional
= D i P rn+(1− )n,...,rn+(n+1− )n (t rn ).
We are now in a position where we can introduce the modified Martensenoperator.
Definition 4. On the linear space of all continuous functions C(R), the modified Martensenoperator m=m t,n is defined as
If we regard
rn, (f ) as a linear combination of the function values
we can try to sort m(f ) by the function values f (t rn ), r ∈ Z. The next theorem tells us how to do this.
Theorem 7.
For fixed ∈ {1, . . . , n + 1} and r ∈ Z, let L (rn) be defined by
Then, the modified Martensenoperator can be represented as
Proof. Let x ∈ R be a fixed real number. For r ∈ Z, only a finite number of the terms F 
We examine S 2 and realize that with the aid of the abbreviations
this sum be rewritten as
At a first glance, unfortunately, we are not able to interchange the summation since the inner summation index depends on the outer index. However, if have a closer look at the inner sum and fix for this purpose k ∈ {1, . . . , n + 1}, we encounter the equality
To see this, we fix r ∈ {−R − + 1, . . . , R − + n + 1} and
and then see that
due to the restrictions on the index r. In the case that r − R − + k − 1, we have r
we are allowed to conclude that
The examination of the sum in brackets leads to
so that we have shown
For r − R − or r R − + n + 2, we get L (rn) (x) = 0, which implies the desired result
The support of L (rn) is obviously determined by that of
for x t (r+ −n−2)n or x t (r+ )n , all of the functions listed above are zero, which implies
Furthermore, for r ∈ Z, we have
and for j ∈ Z\{r}, we have
which means that L (rn) is nodal with respect to t. Observing that
rn, (P ) = D i P (t rn ), r ∈ Z, for P ∈ n , we get the polynomial reproduction property m(P ) = P for any P ∈ n . Thus, we have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 8. The modified Martensenoperator
is a spline interpolation operator of Lagrange type
with the compactly supported nodal splines
as fundamental functions. At every primary knot, the function value of f is interpolated:
The modified Martensenoperator reproduces any polynomial P ∈ n :
and the support of the fundamental functions satisfies
The last theorem allows us to interpret the fundamental splines L (rn) as the nodal splines introduced by de Villiers and Rohwer [10] for even n and = (n/2) + 1 and odd n and = (n + 1)/2, respectively. Note that in order to identify L (rn) with the nodal splines defined by de Villiers and Rohwer, the parameter is restricted to the values = n/2 + 1 and = (n + 1)/2. If we allow the parameter to take any value in {1, . . . , n + 1}, we can identify L (rn) with those functions introduced by Dahmen et al. [3] . Through our approach, the true source of the nodal spline interpolation operator as a discretized version of the Martensenoperator is revealed. We are able to express the nodal spline L (rn) by the Hermite-Martensen-splines instead of considering a linear combination of the underlying B-splines. Especially, we do not have to solve linear systems in order to get the nodal splines L (rn) .
Note that in [9] (Theorem 3.1, Eq. (17)), an explicit representation of the nodal splines in terms of the corresponding B-spline was given as
with
where
Considering, for instance, the quadratic case n = 2 as the first non-trivial case with t = Z, i = 0 and N := N 0,Z,2 , we have = 2 2 + 1 = 2 and
where the coefficients 0,0,j and 0,1,j , j = −2, −1, 0, can be computed using formula (26). We have, for example,
the other coefficients are treated similarly. In comparison to that, the representation in terms of the Hermite Martensen basis yields
The corresponding quadratic Lagrange polynomials are determined by
It seems as if the use of formula (26) involved more complexity than the computation of the coefficients according to our method does. The use of the alternative Hermite Martensen basis (as opposed to the usual B-spline basis) therefore seems to reach a higher level of explicitness. Further, one should keep in mind that the n 2 − 1 coefficients
appear as derivatives of special polynomials so that they can be easily implemented on a computer: they can be evaluated effectively using, for example, Horner's scheme.
To conclude, we will show how the B-spline coefficients 0,0,j and 0,1,j , j = −2, −1, 0, found by de Villiers in [9] can be found using our method in the above example. Using the same arguments as in Theorem 5, we can represent the Hermite Martensen fundamental splines in terms of the underlying B-splines as
Continuing our example of quadratic nodal splines, we have
−2 (0)
The (local) linear independence of the B-splines now yields
Note that these considerations can also be extended to the general case of an arbitrary knot sequence and degree.
Symmetrical nodal splines of odd degree
Unfortunately, symmetrical nodal splines of odd degree are not known up to this point (cf. [8] ). We are going to show how to modify the techniques of the preceding section in order to get the desired result. Starting with the Martensenoperator
we will again substitute the occurring derivatives by certain linear functionals. We assume n to be odd, say n = 2m + 1, and choose the n + 1 = 2m + 2 primary knots rn := l
so that the interpolating polynomial for f and t rn+(k−m−2)n , k ∈ I m , takes the form
This leads to the linear functional rn (f ) is interpreted as f (t rn ). Again, we can ask for a rearrangement of the sum by the function values f (t rn ), r ∈ Z. The answer can be found in the following theorem whose proof can be conducted similarly to that of Theorem 7. is an even function:
Proof. Since we have 
It can be shown that in the case of equidistant knots, the identities Using (31), one gets
S E m (−x) = S E m (x), S O m (−x) = S O m (x)
which proves the theorem.
